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Perfume marks and communicates 
the identity of the woman who 
wears it. In a delicate language, each 
fragrance speaks of her world.

A WOMAN’S SCENT 
TELLS HER STORY

3 HAIR ESSENCES 
FOR 3 DIFFERENT 
OLFACTORY PATHWAYS

Blue, Rose and Gold are Lucetherapy’s three 
olfactory pathways. These are not mere perfumes 
but true celebrations of the Italian Style and 
of every woman who uniquely identifies with 
it by wearing an essence. All formulas are 
dermatologically tested and suitable for both hair 
and body, for scents that also envelop the skin.



FROM EXPERIENCE
COMES EXCELLENCE…

… And, as true connoisseurs of the female world, we have spent decades perfecting our art. 

Compagnia della Bellezza has distilled 30 years of professional experience as a leading hair fashion & beauty 
company into fragrances that can encapsulate the real essence of every woman. Lucetherapy fragrances become 
the signature of a unique and personalized style: the original “Italian Hair Essence,” where Italianness is the true 
distinctive value.



ITALIAN HAIR ESSENCE

THE STORY OF EVERY NUANCE 
OF ITALIAN WOMEN 
The three Lucetherapy essences tell the story of an Italian 
woman, her style, and her soft, fragrant, artfully disheveled 
hair. Each scent is linked to an Italian Style mood: Blue, Gold 
and Rose.

MADE IN ITALY IS 
BETTER... TO SELL, TOO 
A simple and easy product to sell at the checkout. A strategic 
positioning for overseas markets where Italian Style is 
synonymous with glamour.



BLUE

ACTIVE 
Dynamic, lively, bubbly, lover 
of nature, open spaces, spor-
ts and challenges.

OLFACTORY NOTES 

Top Notes: 
Citrus, fresh mint

Heart notes:
Myrtle berries, white flowers

Base notes:
Vanilla, white musk and 
amber

ROSEGOLD

SPICY 
Sophisticated, seductive, en-
veloping, intense, mysterious, 
charming.

OLFACTORY NOTES 

Top Notes: 
Bouquet of orange blossom, 
cyclamen, lily of the valley 
and rose

Heart notes:
Plum, apricot, peach

Base notes:
Honey, woods and spices

DREAMER 
Idealistic, poetic, enveloping, 
dreamer, reflective, creative.

OLFACTORY NOTES 

Top Notes: 
Marine notes

Heart notes:
Pink flowers of the Mediter-
ranean

Base notes:
Musk, vanilla and rice powder
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